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Though food pick-up and delivery has traditionally been an ancillary feature of the food service industry, the

COVID-19 pandemic, and the resulting country-wide social distancing guidelines, have combined to force a

Darwinian evolution on that business model, and how quickly restaurants were able to pivot was a decisive

factor in their survival. Thankfully, the culture of “food on demand” had already become globally entrenched in

most modern societies, meaning restrictions on in-person dining need not sound a death knell for restaurants

everywhere. With the success of the entire food delivery industry dependent on the continued existence of the

food service business, it was imperative that food delivery companies facilitated a swift and efficient pivot

from a traditional indoor dining model to one focused exclusively on pick-up and delivery service. This

endeavor necessitated a simple, efficient, streamlined onboarding process, allowing restaurants balancing on

a precarious cliff of uncertainty to engage in a swift transition into this digitally-driven pick-up and delivery

model. As a result of the rapid and dramatic societal shifts, the food-on-demand industry quickly became the

ventilators of the culinary world, keeping restaurants alive in a climate that would have otherwise quickly led

to their demise.

The food-on-demand business operates on a complicated model that needs more than just delivery drivers to

function. Unsurprisingly, digital technology has emerged as an absolutely integral part of this new day-to-day

restaurant business model. For example, each time a food delivery company onboards a new restaurant, they

provide that restaurant with a tablet that is used to transmit orders from the company’s app to the kitchen

where the order will be prepared and eventually fulfilled via delivery. Additionally, a restaurant may choose to

contract with multiple food delivery companies, necessitating the deployment of multiple tablets in one

location. This creates a heavy dependence on readily available, reliable technology and without that existing

infrastructure and communication network, a restaurant would not be able to accept or fulfill orders, let alone

with speed, accuracy, and efficiency.

Until recently, the food-on-demand industry has relied almost exclusively on the procurement of expensive,

off-the-shelf consumer grade devices to fulfill their technology needs. But, the shorter shelf life inherent in

consumer devices often equates to early obsolescence of these devices, and in turn, more time spent by

internal IT teams to validate, setup, and support new models as they are rolled out. In addition, heavy

demands for these consumer electronics has created a market already under constraint, making it very

difficult for restaurants to procure the volume of devices needed from the big brands currently on the market.

Thankfully, Social Mobile offers restaurants and food delivery companies an ideal solution. They have recently

brought to market their own 8” enterprise grade tablet, dubbed the T8, as part of their Rhino brand portfolio of

enterprise private label devices. The T8 was built tough to withstand high traffic areas and intense

environments, like a hot and crowded kitchen. The device is GMS Certified, and meets Google's extensive

Android Enterprise requirements, such as Android Zero Touch. The T8 also offers the availability of a global

SKU, and comes with LTE bands built-in to support world-wide operations. The device is T-Mobile certified (and

available through the T-Mobile sell-with program), with a baseline PTCRB that allows for certification on most
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